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Crowdsourced pollution data via smartphones 

 
 
Citizens in eleven cities in Europe were recently recruited to help crowdsource pollution 
measurements, as part of the large-scale research project iSPEX-EU. Participants used their 
smartphones, an app and a lens called a spectropolarimeter, to collect data about air 
quality across the continent, which will be used by iSPEX to make comprehensive maps. 
 
The project ran for six weeks and saw thousands of measurements taken in Athens, 
Barcelona, Belgrade, Berlin, Copenhagen, London, Manchester, Milan, Rome, and Toulouse. 
To contribute, citizens registered their interest, downloaded the free app and were sent an 
iSPEX lens. Then, on a clear day they placed the lens over their smartphone camera and 
photographed the sky in multiple directions. The app registered the location and direction 
of each picture and measured the light spectrum and the polarization of the light. 
 
From the data, iSPEX are able to calculate how much fine dust — known as aerosols — 
there is in the atmosphere in that place and create a map showing levels of air pollution 
across Europe. The crowdsourced data can be used to aid government research by filling in 
any blank spaces and ensuring that the official data is honest. 
We’ve seen attempts at similar projects before, such as Smart Citizen, but iSPEX EU 
benefits from the flexibility and simplicity of its tools. Smartphones have been successfully 
harnessed as scientific apparatus, enabling researchers to crowdsource data about issues 
including cancer and tree disease. 
What other measurements could be citizen-sourced? 
Website: www.ispex-eu.org 
Contact: info@ispex-eu.org 
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Crowdfunding sites enable fans to reward athletes who 
graduate 

FanPay and FanAngel enable fans to make pledges to college athletes, to incentivize their 
performance inside and outside the classroom. 

 

It’s not uncommon for promising athletes to receive scholarships and bursaries to help 
them stay in school and develop their skills in semi-pro college teams — but balancing 
athletics with schoolwork is never easy, and often their academic work is neglected. Now, a 
crowdfunding site called FanPay is enabling sports fans to help out too — by offering 
monetary pledges to incentivize performance in the classroom.  For those who are 
unimpressed by the low graduation rates of college athletes, FanPay is a simple platform 
which enables fans to pledge monetary gifts to players, which they will receive if they 
graduate. To begin, users search the database for their favorite college player. If they can’t 
find them they can create a new FanPay page on their behalf. They then make a 
contribution by credit card or e-cheque, which is held for the remainder of the school year. 
If the student graduates, they are offered the gift, but if not, it is returned to the fan. 

FanAngel is another platform that adopts a crowdfunding model to enable fans to pledge 
monetary rewards, but this site deals instead with on-field performance. Similar to FanPay, 
the site manages pledges and offers them to college athletes if and when they graduate. 
However, FanAngel also welcomes pledges for athletes in professional teams. These 
donations are designed to encourage brilliant performances and to persuade individual 
athletes to stay with their current team. Of course, it would need huge numbers of fans to 
get involved for the monetary rewards to stand up against the huge salaries that 
professional athletes earn.  

Are there other ways to help college athletes to balance their academic and athletic 
challenges? 

Website: www.fanpay.org & www.fanangel.com 
Contact: info@fanpay.org & media@fanangel.com 
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Insurance company rewards customers for every 10,000 steps 

Oscar Insurance is encouraging frequent, gentle exercise by offering gift vouchers as 
rewards to customers in New York and New Jersey.  

 

Regular readers of Springwise will have no doubt noticed a growing wave of insurance and 
finance companies using tracking technology and monetary incentives to encourage 
healthier lifestyles from their customers.  We’ve already seen Harvard Pilgrim Health Care’s 
EatRight rewards scheme use tracking technology to monitor employee’s food shopping 
habits and Alfa-Bank Alfa-Bank in Russia — which rewards customers for every step they 
run. Now, Oscar Insurance is providing customers with a free Misfit Flash fitness tracker 
and encouraging them to reach their recommended 10,000 steps a day – rewarding them 
with up to USD 240 per year in Amazon vouchers.   The New York-based startup were 
inspired by the US Surgeon Generals’ recommendation that walking every day can have a 
real impact on many of the top killers in US — such as obesity, diabetes and high blood 
pressure. Oscar Insurance’s new policy is distinctive amongst similar initiatives in that it 
aims to encourage regular, gentle exercise with a small reward — USD 1 per day or USD 20 
per day in Amazon gift cards — but has no built it financial punishments. 

To begin, customers download the companion app which automatically syncs with their 
free wristband. They are then set a personal daily goal — influenced by their current fitness 
and sometimes as low as 2000 steps per day. The initial goal gradually increases much like 
a normal fitness regime. This is the latest addition to Oscar Insurance’s technology driven 
policies, which also enable the customer to connect with healthcare professionals in their 
area and allow patients and doctors to track and review their healthcare details.   Co-
founder Mario Schlosser says “When we started Oscar, there was the fitness tracker, and 
there was the world of health insurance, and the two rarely spoke. So it’s exciting to be in 
the middle of a sea of new information for providers that hopefully can contribute to better 
care.” 
Are there other health tech developments that could make insurance policies simpler or 
fairer? Website: www.hioscar.com/ 
Contact: www.hioscar.com/
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App rewards students for ignoring their iPhone during class 

Pocket Points rewards those students who resist checking their iPhone during class with 
discounts and deals from local businesses.  

 

Smartphone owners, quite literally, now have the internet at their finger tips at all times, 
which has opened up a world of possibilities unknown to previous generations. 
Unfortunately, it also means that current generations are more easily distracted than ever 
before. As a result, we’ve seen numerous apps which deter owners from using their phones 
at inappropriate times. RodeDog penalizes drivers who text behind the wheel, for example, 
and now Pocket Points renumerates students who can resist checking their phones during 
lessons — rewarding them with discounts at local stores. 

Well-intentioned students can download the app onto their iPhone for free. At the start of 
class they simply open the application and lock their phone. The longer the phone remains 
untouched the more points they earn — 20 minutes earns one point and rewards usually 
cost ten or fifteen points. Students then visit the online gift store where they convert their 
points into coupons to be redeemed at participating local stores. Businesses signed up for 
the scheme can offer anything from a free coffee to ten percent off all instore clothing — 
they can create their own offers and add, remove and update them via the Pocket Points 
Business Portal.  

Pocket Points enables businesses to market themselves to a key demographic cheaply and 
easily. It encourages students’ loyalty to local stores and motivates them to pay attention in 
class. The app was developed at Penn State and California State University, Chico, and the 
platform is currently available in those towns. The team behind it hope to expand it across 
the states soon. Are there other disagreeable consumer activities which could be 
discouraged through similar schemes? 

Website: www.pocketpoints.com 
Contact: team@pocketpoints.com 
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Public urinals harness pee to grow food 

The Netherlands’ Waternet utilities company has placed some pee-collecting urinals in 
Amsterdam, with the hope of turning it into fertilizer for the city’s urban roof gardens. 

 

Weird Of The Week: This is part of a series of articles that looks at some of the most bizarre and 
niche business ideas we see here at Springwise. 

How much use is a city-load of urine? Quite a lot, it turns out. So much so that the 
Netherlands’ Waternet utilities company has placed some pee-collecting urinals in 
Amsterdam, with the hope of turning it into fertilizer for the city’s urban roof gardens. 

The idea stems from the fact that urine contains phosphorous, a key ingredient in for 
fertilizer that is a non-renewable resource facing depletion. Urine also causes issues for 
companies like Waternet, because the phosphorous crystallizes and clogs up pipes. As a 
solution to both problems, the company places public urinals in a park in Amsterdam. 
Rather than sending the wastewater through sewage pipes like traditional lavatories, the 
pee is instead collected and sent to a recovery plant, where the phosphorous is filtered and 
turned into struvite fertilizer. The campaign coincides with new Dutch laws that enables the 
agriculture industry to use human waste on farms. Waternet’s fertilizer will be used to give 
back to the city, with urban rooftop farms benefitting. 

Although it may seem an odd campaign, it’s not the first to embrace public peeing for eco 
causes. The Xixi Elétrico project in Brazil also harnessed the power of urine streams to 
control dynamos that provided the electricity for carnival speakers. Are there other ways 
that a substance typically considered as waste could become more useful? 

Website: www.waternet.nl 
Contact: www.waternet.nl/contact  
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Marketplace for event spaces offers islands and yachts for rent 

Japanese startup SpaceMarket is aiming to be Airbnb for events and corporate functions, 
hoping to open up any space for any purpose. 

 

Airbnb has turned asset sharing into a mainstream concept, and it boasts around 800,000 
private rooms that are now open for the public to rent out. As well as making money for 
property owners, its key differential in the marketplace is providing a unique experience for 
travelers. Following its lead, Japanese startup SpaceMarket now wants to do the same thing 
for events and corporate functions, aiming to open up any space for any purpose. 

Much like its travel accommodation forebear, Spacemarket enables those with any kind of 
venue to list it on the site in order to let others rent it out for their own events. With a focus 
on luxury and unusual spaces, it currently provides more than 775 spaces for business to 
use for anything from meetings, training courses or creative getaways. These include an 
array of unique settings, such as unused sailing vessels, heliports, baseball grounds, old 
Japanese-style houses in an historic village, and even an uninhabited island. 

The company recently secured JPY 100 million in funding, which it plans to use to develop 
apps and acquire more venues, in addition to providing a concierge service. Are there other 
ways to leverage unique goods that the average consumer or business would otherwise 
not have access to? 

Website: www.spacemarket.jp 
Contact: info@spacemarket.co.jp 
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App matches consumers with businesses that hold the same 
values 

Glia enables consumers to discover the values of local businesses — empowering them to 
spend their dollars at places that are compatible with their own beliefs. 

 

Faced with so much choice, consumers are increasingly looking to associate themselves 
with brands that maintain ethical practices. We have already seen platforms such as Slavery 
Footprint and aVOID, which help consumers stay away from products associated with 
forced or child labour. Now, the new Glia app is taking into account a consumer’s full range 
of social, political and economic values — enabling them to differentiate between the 
businesses that support those beliefs and those which work against them.  

To begin, consumers create a profile on the Glia smartphone app, inputting their social, 
political and economic values by completing a simple poll. They place the causes they wish 
to support in order of importance and highlight deal-makers and deal-breakers. The app 
then informs the user of how compatible nearby businesses are with the consumer’s core 
beliefs. The team behind Glia have undertaken extensive research into the practices of the 
200 largest businesses in the US, which feeds into an algorithm that produces 
comprehensive scores to guide the user. Ultimately, this score then enables users to 
support the causes they care about and avoid spending money at places which work 
against them. 

Glia is similar to BuyPartisan — launched last year in the US — which positioned itself as ‘a 
nutritional label for your political values.’ Glia develops the service by acknowledging that 
there are many grey areas within political alliances, and integrates wider beliefs beyond 
companies’ political spending. Are there other platforms which could encourage informed 
spending from consumers? 

Website: www.glia.is 
Contact: support@glia.is 
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In Atlanta, rush hour commuters get paid to take the bus 

Commuters in Georgia can now earn up to USD 60 every six months in toll credits by taking 
the bus to work instead of the congested I-85. 

 

Congestion on Atlanta’s Interstate 85 during peak hours is so bad that the state is now 
offering toll credits to commuters who take public transport to work instead.  

The I-85 express lanes sees an average of 23,000 trips a day — a problem that Atlanta has 
attempted to curb in the past by rewarding users who carpool or avoid the dreaded 7-8am 
time-slot. Now, commuters can earn up to USD 60 every six months in toll credits by 
connecting their bus pass with their Peach Pass — the electronic toll collection device: they 
simply register for the pilot program and each time they take public transport instead of 
driving, they earn USD 2 in toll credits.  

We have seen a number of similar initiatives — such as Singapore’s Urban Engines and 
Gothenburg’s free bicycles where governments offer incentives to promote greener, more 
pleasant travel. Could the scheme work in other traffic-heavy cities too? 

Website: www.peachpass.com 
Contact: commutercredits@peachpass.com 
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In Mexico City, commuters can exchange squats for a free 
subway ride 

In an attempt to curb one of the worst obesity rates in the world, the Mexican government 
is offering a free subway ticket in exchange for 10 squats. 

 

Mexico has one of the worst obesity rates in the world — 32.8 percent of the population 
were in the dangerously overweight category in 2013. In an attempt to improve the health 
and fitness of its citizens, the Mexican government has intervened, installing motion 
sensitive machines in the city’s subway stations, which will give a free ticket — usually five 
pesos — to any commuter who completes ten squats. 

We have seen similar initiatives, using monetary incentives to encourage exercise and 
healthy eating, elsewhere around the world. The Russian government ran a like-minded 
scheme in Moscow in the run up to the 2014 Winter Olympics — the exchange rate there 
was a bit steeper, with one train ticket costing 30 squats.  

Simultaneously, we’ve also seen enterprises such as Urban Engines hoping to ease 
congestion on popular travel routes. Encouraging customers to do exercise in the station 
will certainly slow some of them down but perhaps the two incentives could be combined 
— a free train ticket for customers who walk past the busiest stations and board at the next 
stop? 
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Drone hobbyists can now volunteer to assist humanitarian 
crises 

UAViators is a humanitarian UAV network, which signs up experienced amateur drone 
operators who would be willing to provide disaster relief.  

 

The latest technology is frequently only accessible to large companies and wealthy 
enthusiasts — those who can afford the high cost of groundbreaking products. Often 
devices, such as 3D printers and drones, could have a huge positive impact on 
underprivileged people and areas, but the cost proves to be prohibitive. We have already 
seen numerous enterprises designed to help bridge this gap — such as E-Nable, which 
connects 3D printing enthusiasts with those in need of prosthetic hands. The latest of 
these “bridging” initiatives is UAViators — a humanitarian UAV network — which signs up 
experienced drone operators who would be willing to provide disaster relief.  UAViators is a 
subsidiary of the Qatar Computing Research Institute, set up by Director of Social 
Innovation Patrick Meier, in order to capitalise on the potential of of UAVs to assist with 
humanitarian disasters. It is an volunteer community, united by their interest and expertise 
with drones, who are ready to help in times of crisis, and are keen to receive training and 
advice from aid groups in the meantime.  
Drones can capture aerial images faster, cheaper and at a higher resolution than satellites, 
which makes them excellent tools for communicating the lay of the land after hurricanes, 
earthquakes and other disasters. They enable rapid response, assessing damage and 
capturing accurate population counts from above — sharing that data with ground teams 
in real time. UAVs can also stand in as makeshift 3G and 4G cell towers, enabling victims 
and first response teams to access lifesaving information online. UAViation is training 
civilian drone pilots so that they can assist with information collection and sharing when the 
worst happens, increasing the potential of the humanitarian effort hugely. Hobbyist pilots 
who join the Rapid Response Roster are also being schooled in a code of conduct to ensure 
safe and morally responsible use of their drones.  Are there other high-tech enthusiasts 
who could bring their personal devices to the aid of humanitarian organziations? 

Website: www.uaviators.org 
Contact: patrick@iRevolutions.org 
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In Brazil, designated bus seating for friendly people 

Zeze biscuits have launched a marketing campaign in Brazil to encourage socialising — 
assigning seats on public buses for travellers who want to make friends. 

 

Public spaces are increasingly dominated by screens and technology-led communication, 
so we’re starting to see a number of reactionary initiatives designed to detach the 
consumer from their smartphone and bring them back into the real world. 

The Talk To Me London project, for example, used badges to encourage face to face 
communication, and now, in Pelotas, Southern Brazil, snack company Zeze Biscuits and 
Mark+ marketing have launched the Alimentando Amizades — or Feeding New Friends — 
campaign, to encourage social interaction on public buses. 

Each bus has a designated area marked ‘reserved seating for new friends.’ Willing 
participants simply take a seat and wait for a likeminded traveller to join them. There is 
even a pack of post-it notes containing conversation starters. The campaign was created in 
the hope of promoting communication and positivity in an otherwise mundane space. Are 
there other ways of transforming people’s monotonous commute into a potential 
marketing space? 

Website: www.markmais.art.br 
Contact: markmais@markmais.art.br 
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In Italy, hard-up families can pay their water bill with good 
deeds 

Water supplier Padania Acque Gestione is letting customers who have defaulted on 
payments settle their account with community services. 

 

In these times of economic instability, it is no wonder that the sharing economy has thrived. 
As individuals and businesses alike are reminded that money is not the only currency of 
value, there has been a sharp rise in alternative forms of payment – including swapping, 
donating and exchange of services.  

We have already seen work-pay schemes such as free gym classes for those who help out 
at New York City gyms and the Mir pop-up restaurant in Paris, which let customers pay for 
their meal by doing the dishes. Now a new project in Northern Italy, called Water Bank, 
enables hard-up customers to pay their outstanding water bill with social services. 

The Water Bank scheme is currently underway in the Cremona province, which has 
suffered hugely during Italy’s ongoing economic crisis. Customers of Padania Acque 
Gestione who have defaulted on water payments can now settle their debt by performing 
community services such as tending public gardens or helping the elderly. The company 
sought out the alternative scheme as a means of helping struggling families without 
resorting to charity or aid. The initiative has access to public funding and will evaluate 
appeals on a case-by-case basis with the assistance of an ethical committee. 

Could this scheme be adopted in other parts of the world with high amounts of poverty? 

Website: www.padaniaacquegestione.it 
Contact: info@padaniaacquegestione.it 
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At pop-up restaurant, customers wash the dishes instead of 
paying 

A French washing liquid brand has created the Mir Restaurant, which is charging customers 
in the form of dishwashing tasks instead of money 

 

There's no such thing as a free lunch, but we're increasingly seeing businesses offer their 
service in exchange for other forms of currency than plain old cash. We recently wrote 
about several NYC gyms that are using work-trade programs to enable volunteers to get 
free workout sessions. Now a French washing liquid brand has created the Mir Restaurant, 
which is charging customers in the form of dishwashing tasks, instead of money. 

As part of a marketing exercise, Mir redesigned La Bastide d'Opio, a popular bistro on the 
6th arrondissement of Paris, to bring the dishwashing sink into the main dining area. 
Opening last week, customers could order items from a set menu, including starters, mains 
and desserts. Rather than listing the prices, however, each dish had an icon next to it 
indicating what each customer would have to wash up in order to pay for the meal. For 
example, a tomato and mozzarella gratin starter could be bought for four pieces of cutlery, 
while a duck pie would cost require cleaning a whole pan. At the end of the meal, diners 
were presented with the list of duties that would cover the cost of their table. 

The campaign turns the age old idea of washing the dishes when you can't afford to pay 
into a reality, instead enabling diners to pay the eatery with a helping hand rather than 
money. Although a marketing stunt that was designed to promote Mir washing up liquid to 
consumers, could this business model be implemented in the real world, perhaps as a 
discount option for cash-strapped diners? 

Website: www.mir-restaurant.com 
Contact: www.mir-vaisselle.fr/fr/faq-et-contact.html 
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Interactive platform celebrates the work of unpaid caregivers 

Careticker enables unpaid caregivers to record tasks, and rewards users with redeemable 
incentives.  

 

Careticker is a mobile app which could record the invaluable actions of millions of unpaid 
caregivers who look after older relatives at home — helping to keep them independent. 
Founder Chiara Bell decided that the input of this invisible workforce had gone 
unacknowledged for too long and created the mobile platform – currently in beta — to 
highlight the economic value of voluntary caregiving, and reward users with redeemable 
incentives.  

The activities of volunteer caregivers, which would cost billions of dollars in a care-home or 
hospital, significantly reduce potential pay-out costs for health insurance companies — and 
Bell thinks they should share in the savings. She currently has two healthcare insurers on 
board providing rewards during the beta stage. 

To begin, caregivers download the platform onto their iPhone or android and record tasks 
they undertake, tagging them into categories — which include bathing, wound-care and 
transportation. Each of the tasks earns points which translate into items such as a Wal-Mart 
gift card. The platform encourages interaction between caregivers enabling the sharing of 
advice and undoubtedly a sense of validation for their efforts. 

Springwise recently reported on Lift Hero — a peer-to-peer lift service that uses medical 
professionals to drive the elderly to their destination. Are there any other services which 
could streamline the process of providing assistance to those in need and reward those 
who take part? 

Website: www.careticker.com 
Contact: hello@careticker.com 
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Reforestation drones could plant one billion trees a year 

Biocarbon Engineering — led by former NASA engineer Lauren Fletcher — plan to plant 
one billion trees a year, using multipurpose drones.  

 

Industrial scale deforestation destroys 26 billion trees each year, and while there are a 
number of initiatives — such as Supply Change and The Rainforest Connection — aiming to 
lessen this number, startup BioCarbon Engineering is concentrating its efforts on damage 
control by pioneering drone reforestation.  

The world currently replants approximately 15 billion trees per year. Hand planting trees, 
which until now has been the primary method available, is both costly and time-consuming, 
which explains the worrying shortfall in reforestation. Now, BioCarbon Engineering — led 
by former NASA engineer Lauren Fletcher — are proposing an alternative: the company 
plans to plant one billion trees a year, using multipurpose drones.  

The UAVs will first map the terrain of effected areas and then carry out precision planting of 
pregerminated seeds. Two operators are expected to employ multiple UAVs, which can 
shoot the seeds at a rate of 10 pellets per minute, totalling 36,000 trees in a day. The seeds 
would be covered with a nutritious hydrogel, making them more likely to flourish and 
BioCarbon Engineering hope to collaborate with local reforestation organizations to ensure 
they satisfy the biodiversity needs of each region, restoring ecosystems rather than creating 
fragile monocultures. The startup suggests that their method could cost 85 percent less 
than traditional methods. 

Are there other ways that drones could be used in farming and gardening? 

Website: www.biocarbonengineering.com 
Contact: lauren@biocarbonengineering.com 
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App blocks timewasting sites until users do some exercise 

Nudge Kick enables users to disable their favorite sites and apps until they’ve registered 
some exercise on their fitness tracker or checked in at the gym. 

 

Exercise is easy if there's a motivation to do it. Unfortunately, finding that motivation is the 
most difficult thing about keeping fit. We've already seen sites such as Go Fucking Do It 
introduce monetary penalties for those that don't reach their goals. Now Nudge Kick 
enables users to disable their favorite sites and apps until they've registered some exercise 
on their fitness tracker or checked in at the gym. 

The service comes in 2 forms — an Android app and a Google Chrome extension, both of 
which are currently in beta. With Nudge Kick installed on their smartphone, users can 
choose the gym they regularly go to, alongside the apps they'd like to block. They can then 
set their goals as either daily or weekly visits or choose specific scheduled days, as well as 
the times the apps should be blocked for before the visit. The apps will then become 
blocked until they check in at the gym. 

The Chrome extension works in a similar way, with users entering the URLs they want 
blocked. This add-on works with fitness trackers rather than gym check-ins, with users 
having to meet exercise goals to unlock their sites. 

By blocking popular timewasting sites and apps such as Facebook, Twitter and games, the 
service gives users the nudge they need to make it to the gym. Are there other ways to 
encourage people to get off their devices and start exercising? 

Website: www.nudgekick.com 
Contact: info@nudgekick.com 
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Gamified breathing device helps young cystic fibrosis sufferers 

The Jordi-Stick gamifies essential breathing exercises, which can vastly improve the lives of 
young cystic fibrosis sufferers.  

 

Of the 30,000 people in the US who suffer from cystic fibrosis, nearly half are children. 
Although the disease is incurable, regular breathing exercises through a nebulizer — which 
distributes a misted medicine through the patients airway — can increase life expectancy 
dramatically.  

Unfortunately, getting a young sufferer to stay still for 30 minutes every day, breathing 
slowing and deeply, is not an easy task. However, a new gamifying device called the Jordi-
Stick — developed by Dieter Kirsch, whose toddler suffers from the disease — could help 
other parents ensure their children partake in the vital exercises. 

The Jordi-Stick connects the patient’s nebulizer to a video game, enabling them to control 
their gaming activity with their breathing. One level sees the patient moving a hot air 
balloon with their breathing, helping it to avoid obstacles, while another has them 
controlling an astronaut in outer space.  

To begin, the system must be attached to the patient’s existing equipment. A pressure 
sensor is placed in the air chamber that monitors inhalation and exhalation. This then 
connects to a computer via USB, translating the child’s breathing rate into in-game 
movement.  

The better the child performs their respiratory therapies, the better they do in the game. 
Breath and pressure targets can even be adjusted to match the patient’s prescription — as 
recommended by their doctor — so the therapy can be completely personalized. 

Are there other medical conditions which could make use of the gamified breathing device? 

Website: www.jordi-airflow.de 
Contact: info@j-air.de 
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Garden for rent lets urbanites get away from the crowds 

A UK scheme called Plot aims to rent out mini green spaces to enable anyone to enjoy 
private relaxation time outdoors. 

 

It’s hard to get a moment’s peace in the city. While the idea of sitting in a green space and 
reading a book is a pleasant one, not everyone can afford a home with a garden. In public 
parks, it’s also more likely to be interrupted by kids, dogs and footballs. While startups such 
as Breather have aimed to unlock cities’ more peaceful office environments, Plot now aims 
to rent out mini green spaces to enable anyone to enjoy private relaxation time outdoors. 

Developed by creative agency magneticNorth for Manchester’s Dig The City festival, Plot is 
described as an on-demand garden. The space is located on top of Barton Arcade, a 
Victorian building in the heart of the city. It’s decked out with fake grass and plantlife, as well 
as some surprising technology elements such as sensors that react to guests’ presence. 
The idea is that those without gardens can use the space to relax, meet a friend, or even 
host a yoga class in their own outdoor area. 

In order to use the space, visitors must book a two-hour slot online. The pilot program will 
continue to run until 10 August and the team may revive it if it proves popular. Are there 
other city spaces that could be opened up to the public on an on-demand basis? 

Website: www.plotmanchester.com 
Contact: hello@plotmanchester.com 
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Design project trains young people to improve their local area 

The Building Hero Project is a design leadership scheme which gives young people access 
to cutting edge equipment so they can run community improvement projects. 

 

The world will always need makers and doers: those who fix, improve and innovate. Tools 
such as 3D printers make it easier than ever for creative people to bring their creations to 
life, but those resources are often not available to young and disadvantaged people. 
Happily, we have recently seen a number of initiatives such as Hatch, which give 
communities access to cutting edge equipment. In Philadelphia, the Building Hero Project is 
doing the same, and rather than operating as a non-profit community project, the scheme 
has found a way to finance itself — by selling a range of self-made products on Etsy. 

The Building Hero Project is a scheme run by The Department of Making and Doing — a 
community maker-space. It enables young adults, who have previously participated in one 
of the organization’s community improvement projects, to learn design and maker skills 
using the workshop’s extensive tools and equipment.  

The Building Hero Project launched an Etsy shop at the end of last year to help self-finance 
the scheme. The shop sells innovative, beautiful products designed and produced by the 
students themselves. The money earned from sales of these items — including lamps, 
jewellery, benches and more — enables the participants to get paid up to USD 14 an hour 
to learn and teach each other skills. The students can then use their experience to run 
further community improvement projects in their local areas. The members run the Etsy 
store themselves, helping them to learn business and entrepreneurial skills as well.  

Could a similar scheme work in other cities? 

Website: www.dmdphilly.org 
Contact: info@dmdphilly.org 
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Leak detection technology takes action on homeowner’s behalf 

Water Hero combines leak detection, auto shut-off technology and data collection to 
prevent leaks and minimize wastage. 

 

Water leakage is a huge problem worldwide with one trillion gallons lost annually in US 
homes alone. We have already seen Wally — a device that lets homeowners know when a 
leak needs fixing, and now Water Hero is using similar smart technology to identify leaks, 
going a step further by introducing a shutoff motor that automatically turns off the water at 
the main valve when a problem is detected. 

Water Hero is comprised of a flow sensor and a shutoff motor — both of which can be self-
installed easily over existing plumbing, greatly reducing costs. The devices are wirelessly 
connected to a cloud-based platform, which is accessed via the smartphone app, and 
customers are informed by text message any time a problem arises.  

Additional features include freeze warnings, temperature and humidity sensors and the 
ability to alter settings remotely. The product provides water-flow analytics — accessible to 
the consumer via the accompanying app or any web browser — making the Water Hero a 
powerful tool for home water conservation as well.  

After a successful Kickstarter campaign and certification from Dragon Innovations, Water 
Hero is currently available to pre-order for USD 150 and will retail for USD 200 in October 
2015. In the future, there are further products in development that will enable the Water 
Hero to be applied to exterior plumbing meters. 

As with all Internet of Things developments, the most progressive devices go beyond 
tracking and reporting, instead taking action on the consumer’s behalf. Are there other 
products that could use similar tech to reduce domestic wastage? 

Website: www.waterhero.us 
Contact: www.waterhero.us/pages/contact-us 
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Neighborhood mailbox stickers let communities display items 
they have to share 

Pumpipumpe is a Switzerland-based project that is encouraging residents to place stickers 
on their mailbox to denote the goods they’re willing to lend to their neighbors. 

 

If those nostalgic for the pre-digital age are to be believed, neighbors used to simply knock 
on a door to ask to borrow something, but now they’re too engrossed in their smartphone 
screen to even know who lives next door. To solve this problem and renew a sharing 
community spirit, Pumpipumpe is a Switzerland-based project that is encouraging residents 
to place stickers on their mailbox to denote the goods they’re willing to lend to their 
neighbors. 

The idea was initially formed to enable those with bike pumps to indicate to fellow cyclists 
that they could knock and use theirs in the case of a flat tyre — hence the name 
Pumpipumpe. The scheme has since expanded into a system allow neighbors to advertise 
any object available to borrow. Those who want to take part can simply order a pack of 
stickers from the project’s website. Each sticker is a small blue square that features 
illustrations including a bike pump, lawn mower, kitchen scale, children’s toys, and even 
internet access and fancy dress costumes. The idea is that homeowners place the stickers 
for the items they have on their mailbox so passersby can know if they’re good to knock on 
the door. The stickers are free to anyone in Switzerland or Germany, with a EUR 4 fee for 
shipping internationally. While the idea aims to recreate the offline networks of old, the 
team is working on an interactive map of all the neighborhoods participating in the 
Pumpipumpe scheme.Perhaps Switzerland is just a naturally friendly place, as we’ve already 
seen the Boîtes d’Échange Entre Voisins scheme create community boxes designed 
especially for leaving unwanted goods for others to pick up. But could this idea work in your 
part of the world?Website: www.pumpipumpe.ch 
Contact: www.pumpipumpe.ch/kontakt 
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Eco-friendly app rewards cycling with green currency 

Changers CO2 Challenge encourages sustainable mobility with green rewards and a 
worldwide leader-board. 

 

With over seven billion people living on Earth and human emissions of CO2 estimated to be 
26.4 GT per year, it can often feel as though the actions of individual people can’t possibly 
make a difference. When looking at ways to encourage green behaviour en masse, the 
“feel-good factor” has been found to have a huge impact on consumers’ actions — 
everyone knows the unbeatable satisfaction of remembering to take a plastic bag to the 
supermarket — but recently, numerous companies have been exploring ways to further 
incentivize eco-friendly behaviour. We saw Le Repas bistro in Brazil offer a free salad to 
diners who arrived by bicycle and now, Changers is encouraging sustainable mobility by 
rewarding participants with their green currency — Recoins.  

Changers was inspired by the Kyoto Climate Summit which saw the international 
community recognize CO2 savings as a massive worldwide priority — and one which should 
be rewarded when undertaken. Changers translates this ambition to a micro scale — 
enabling individual consumers to participate in the green movement in a measurable and 
rewarding way.   In 2011, Changers developed a solar charger which, when connected to a 
social network platform, translates grams of CO2 savings into Renewable Energy Coins — 
Recoins. Now, they are applying the same strategy to eco-friendly travel. Users download 
the Changers CO2 Fit app which tracks the distances they travel by bicycle or public 
transport and translates kilometers travelled sustainably into Recoins. Users are 
encouraged to compare their “scores” to those of friends and strangers on a worldwide 
leader-board adding an element of competition.  

Recoins are produced using solar energy created by local run kiosks in Ethiopia, Kenya and 
Botswana and can be exchanged for gold standard CO2 Certificates — it enables and 
rewards green behaviour every step of the way. Are there any other eco-friendly devices 
that could alter their production or distribution to make their business model even 
greener?     Website: www.changers.com    Contact: partner@changers.com  
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Esquire trials micro paywall to raise money for topical causes 

Esquire magazine has created a one-off paywall for its acclaimed The Falling Man essay, 
with proceeds going towards a scholarship fund to commemorate murdered 
photojournalist James Foley. 

 

In the past, platforms such as ShoutAbout have attempted to give readers actions 
they can take after reading a news article, such as signing a petition, volunteering or 
donating. Now Esquire magazine has created a one-off paywall for its acclaimed The 
Falling Man, with proceeds going towards a scholarship fund to commemorate 
murdered photojournalist James Foley.  In August, the Islamic State (ISIS) brutally 
beheaded Foley as well as fellow journalist Steven Sotloff weeks later. Shortly after, 
Foley's family and Marquette University set up the James Foley Scholarship Fund to 
help support future journalists at the university's College of Communication.  

A huge blow to the journalism community, Esquire wanted to help the initiative. 
With the 13th anniversary of 9/11 upcoming following the events, the magazine 
decided to leverage the influx of visitors each year that look to read Tom Junod's 
article The Falling Man, about the famous photograph of an unknown man leaping 
from the World Trade Center. Originally published in September 2003, the essay 
has been read by 20 million people already and is particularly popular around the 
anniversary of the attacks. The story focuses on the power of the visual 
documentation of horrific events and has parallels to Foley's death, which was 
filmed and the video placed on YouTube.  Teaming up with Tinypass and Atavist, 
Esquire set up a micro paywall for the single article, asking readers to donate USD 
2.99 to read it. In comparison, a full paper copy of the magazine is priced at USD 
4.99. The publication wanted to trial readers' responses to paying for a one-off 
article, while also raising money for a good cause.   The initiative connects readers' 
emotional response to current events with a way to help out causes directly related 
to the story. Are there other ways that nonprofits or publishers could marry content 
and fundraising in this way? Website: www.esquire.com/the-falling-man 
Contact: www.esquire.com/talk 
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Platform lets customers talk to any local business via text 

Customers can text local businesses for free with social messaging platform 

 

Gone are the days when text messages were exclusively used for intimate communication 
between friends and family. More and more businesses are using the format to talk to 
consumers via advertisements, confirmations and updates, and now Path messaging has 
developed a platform that lets customers talk back.  

Places messaging enables consumers to casually text local businesses for free, avoiding 
awkward or inconvenient phone calls. Customers can contact any business with a phone 
number listed on Foursquare — they can book appointments, make dinner reservations, 
check product availability or inquire about opening hours, and receive near-instant 
responses in a clear, non-invasive format.  

For the businesses receiving the inquiries, there is nothing to setup or install. Rather, when 
a user texts an organization, their message is actually being sent to Path’s call centre. Path 
then call the store on the user’s behalf, receive a response, and text it back to the user. 

Places messaging is a new feature of Path’s ad-free social messaging platform which 
encourages multimedia communication between users. The app is available to download 
for free on android and from the app store.  

Are there any other services which could make communication between business and 
customer more pleasurable and convenient? 

Website: www.path.com/talk 
Contact: www.path.com 
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3D printed maps could help the blind navigate their city 

Japan’s governmental department GSI is creating software that will enable those 
with visual impairments to print out 3D versions of online maps. 

 

Modern technology has turned many of the things we consume from physical 
objects into pixels on a screen. While this has benefited the majority of us, those 
with sight difficulties don't get along well with visual stimuli or touchscreen devices. 
In the past, we've seen Yahoo! Japan develop Hands On Search, a project that lets 
blind kids carry out web searches with 3D printed results. Now the country's 
governmental department GSI is creating software that will enable those with visual 
impairments to print out 3D versions of online maps. 

The official mapping body for Japan — much like the US Geological Survey — GSI 
already has paper maps for the blind, using embossed surfaces to mark out roads. 
It's now developing a program that is able to do the same thing for digital maps. 

The software first differentiates the highways, railway lines and walkways from the 
rest of the landscape. It then creates a 3D relief model that uses different textures 
to distinguish the features so that anyone running their finger along them will be 
able to determine what it is. The program also takes into account contour lines, 
creating accurate topographical representations of a particular area. 

GSI has already processed the data for urban locations at a scale of 1:2500, as well 
as rural areas at 1:25000. Although users will need access to a 3D printer in order 
to create their own physical maps, the body believes the technology is becoming 
more and more affordable and especially holds value for those with sight 
difficulties. Are there other ways to intelligently replicate digital data in physical form 
for the visually impaired? 

Website: www.gsi.go.jp 
Contact: intex@gsi.go.jp 
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Streamed fitness and dance classes offer real time Q&As 

Offering an element of personal communication with trainers, InstructorLive enables users 
to get responses to their questions in real time. 

 

Enjoying exercise tips from expert instructors at home has been around since the age of 
fitness VHS tapes, now updated as live streamed sessions through platforms such as 
Peloton. Offering an element of personal communication with fitness and general wellness 
trainers, InstructorLive enables users to get responses to their questions in real time. 

Although the site includes some typical training sessions such as aerobics and 
cardiovascular exercise, it also features instructions for yoga, good posture and ‘mind, body 
and soul’ workouts. These video streams can be watched live or on demand, with viewers 
participating by following the instructions on screen. During the live broadcasts, class 
members can also send in their own questions and the instructor will give answers 
throughout each session. Additionally, the platform also offers nutrition articles through its 
blog. 

InstructorLive costs GBP 5.99 a month, compared to the more expensive costs of a 
personal trainer. Are there other social tools that can give fitness fans a more tailored 
training experience? 

Website: www.instructorlive.com 
Contact: www.instructorlive.com/contact-us 
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Small, adorable robot helps users form positive habits 

MOTI is a behavioral tracking device that users can make an emotional connection with to 
help them form and maintain positive habits 

 

In January we featured FlipBand, a no-tech wearable that was designed to help wearers 
stick to their New Year’s resolutions. The simple bracelet rejected apps and data in lieu of a 
physical reminder, but now a new product called MOTI posits that consumers don’t have to 
choose between real world objects and online intelligence — instead combining them both 
in a cute, smart object that helps users to form positive habits. 

MOTI is a small gadget looking to lessen the drop-off rate associated with most wearables. 
To achieve this, the device takes the form of a tamogotchi-style object, in a hope that users 
will make a real connection with it. To begin, users choose a habit they want to form — 
whether that be brushing their teeth, reading the paper or going swimming — and push a 
button on the device every time they complete the task. MOTI responds with 
congratulatory happy sounds and lights, rewarding the user and creating an emotional 
bond.  

MOTI is meant to remain on display continuously, acting as a symbolic manifestation of the 
user’s goal. Whereas apps mostly work by reminding users of their failure to complete tasks 
with text reminders which can be easily swiped and ignored, MOTI instead adopts the 
much more human approach: it uses emotional blackmail, buzzing angrily or looking ‘sad’ 
when users stray from their goals. It learns which of these tactics are most effective for 
individual users over time and tailors its response. 

Those looking to try out the device may have to wait — MOTI creator Kayla Matheus told us 
that an initial beta testing phase had to be closed to new applications last night “due to 
overwhelming demand”. However, customers can still sign up for a potential second round, 
costing USD 65 for early access. The startup is also seeking strategic partnerships and 
investments from related fields such as behavioral change, the Internet of Things and 
health tech. Are there other tech devices which could be given a friendly makeover? 

Website: www.moti.io 
Contact: hello@moti.io 
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Humanitarian charity converts smartphone screens into free 
ad space 

Screen Donor is a free app which disables the smartphone’s sleep mode, creating a new, 
untapped ad space for charitable organizations. 

 

One of the biggest challenges for small NGOs and charities is spreading awareness of their 
organization without spending much needed funds on expensive billboards and 
advertisements. Now, the Swedish arm of humanitarian organzation Doctors of the World, 
has found an ingenious solution: Screen Donor is an app which converts the lock screen of 
dormant smartphones into free, untapped ad space. 

Potential screen donors can download the app for free and choose an NGO to support. 
The app temporarily disables the smartphone’s sleep mode, replacing the otherwise blank 
screensaver with information about the chosen NGO. The user can activate the platform 
anytime they are in a public place — such as at a coffee shop or in a meeting. They simply 
leave it on the table in front of them, as they usually would, and they are helping spread the 
word about the work of their chosen organization. For those who want to help but cannot 
afford to donate financially, the platform offers a brilliant alternative — the only resource it 
uses is battery life.  

Screen Donor was developed in partnership with JMW and IVEO in Stockholm and is 
currently solely hosting advertisements for Doctors of the World — who provide emergency 
and long-term medical care to vulnerable populations. Of course, battery life is not a huge 
sacrifice to make for a good cause but it may be enough to put off some consumers: 
perhaps Screen Donor should consider offering automated battery saving features — such 
as lowered screen brightness or disabled Bluetooth — to tempt uncertain users? 

Website: www.screendonor.se 
Contact: hello@screendonor.se 
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App enables citizens to report water waste in drought regions 

Everydrop LA wants to avoid drought in California by encouraging residents to report 
incidents of water wastage. 

 

Rallying citizens to take a part in looking after the community they live in has become easier 
thanks to smartphones. In the past, the Creek Watch app has enabled anyone to help 
monitor their local water quality by sending data back to the state water board. Now 
Everydrop LA wants to use similar techniques to avoid drought in California, encouraging 
residents to report incidents of water wastage. 

According to the team behind the app — which also created the CitySourced platform for 
engaging users in civic issues — even the smallest amount of water wastage can lead to 
meaningful losses over time. A faucet that drips just once a minute will lose over 2000 
gallons of drinkable water each year. Using the Everydrop LA, citizens can report the 
location of leaking faucets and fire hydrants as well as occurrences of blatant water 
wastage. They can also see how much water is being wasted in their local area and learn 
about what they can do to cut their own water usage. In times when drought is a risk, the 
app notifies users to conserve. Cities and counties can use the data in their reports and 
learn more about how water wastage is affecting their jurisdiction. 

The app is available for free on Google Play, with an iOS version on the way. Are there other 
aspects of resource control that could benefit from citizen data collection such as this? 

Website: www.everydrop.la 
Contact: info@citysourced.com 

 

Live smartphone tours from locals show remote sightseers the 
world 
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Turkish startup Lopeca enables users to ‘see’ the world via remote smartphone video tours 
from locals. 

 

The tourism industry has been fundamentally transformed by peer-to-peer platforms such 
as Airbnb, which enable travellers to book accommodation more directly from each other. 
There are also numerous services, such as Kate’s Goodness and Scouted, which enable 
visitors to get tips about their destination directly from the locals who know it best. Now, 
Lopeca takes it one step further, enabling users to ‘see’ the world, including places they 
might never get to visit, via remote video tours over smartphones. 

Lopeca, which is currently in beta, is recruiting locals to host live walking tours online. 
Potential guides simply join the growing network, stating what area of their city they feel 
they could show off best. Remote explorers then get in touch with Lopeca via their website, 
requesting the place they want to see and when they would like to see it. Lopeca links up 
matches and handles payment via Paypal, taking 25 percent of the fee — this ranges from 
USD 4.90 for five minutes to USD 9.90 for 15 minutes. At the allocated time, both users 
simply connect via Skype, FaceTime or any other platform on their smartphones. 

As with many crowdsourced services, Lopeca’s success will depend on how many members 
it can get signed up and across how broad an area, but there are certainly many potential 
users. Perhaps the start-up would be wise to partner with an existing company such as 
Airbnb, enabling visitors to scope out their destination before making a booking? 

Website: www.lopeca.com 
Contact: info@lopeca.com 
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Social network for gardeners offers smart plotting tools and 
community feedback 

Greenius wants to inject a social aspect to gardening, enabling users to easily share their 
green-fingered exploits and receive advice from like-minded gardeners and farmers. 

 

Despite the majority of the world now living in urban environments, gardening remains a 
popular pursuit whether it’s in people’s gardens or on tower block balconies. And 
technology is no stranger to the field — in the past we’ve seen Israel’s Greenbox app offer 
smart recommendations and automate garden tasks. Now Greenius wants to inject a social 
aspect to gardening, enabling users to easily share their green-fingered exploits and 
receive advice from like-minded gardeners and farmers. 

Members can first begin by setting up their digital plot — a grid which represents their 
garden. Each square of the grid can be filled with the different plants and flowers growing 
in whatever space they’re using. Greenius automatically links members with others who are 
growing the same plants. Users can also keep a public journal of their gardening activity, 
using hashtags to mark the gardening terms they’re discussing (eg. #carrots, #organic or 
#urbangardening). This creates feeds of discussion around similar topics so users can 
easily find out what others are saying about the plants and gardening techniques they’re 
interested in. Community gardens and farmers can also join in to offer expert advice and 
encouragement to beginners. 

Greenius turns gardening from a solitary pasttime to a social activity with tools that can 
help gardeners improve and get feedback on the plants they’re growing. Are there other 
hobbies and specialist activities that could be improved with their own social network? 

Website: www.greeni.us 
Contact: info@greeni.us 
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Service lets fans receive phone calls from their favorite 
popstars 

Phonio is enabling celebrities to record mass messages for their fans, pushed to their 
handsets as a phone call. 

 

The popstars that offer up a sense of intimacy and fan engagement are the ones that reap 
the rewards, as Justin Bieber and Lady Gaga have demonstrated with their focus on social 
media. Digital technology is making this connection all the more easy, and previously we've 
seen Egraphs link digital autographs with unique personal audio recordings from sports 
stars. Now Phonio is enabling celebrities to record mass messages for their fans, pushed to 
their handsets as a phone call. 

Working with musicians, actors, politicians and industry experts, the service is designed to 
enable celebrities and public figures to connect to a large group of their fans through a 
single phone call. Fans first phone their idol's Phonio number to sign up to receive calls. 
When the celebrity wants to connect with their fans, they then simply dials the same 
number on their personal phone and is immediately connected to anyone who picks up. 
They can then leave a message about what they're up to, sing a new song they've just 
written, tell a funny story or offer a piece of advice. The calls are one-way, but the service 
gives fans the experience of receiving a real-time phone call from their idols, at a typical 
rate of one a month. There’s also an option for celebrities to make direct phone calls to a 
random fan. 

Phonio has already teamed up with Young Money Records & rapper Lil Wayne, NBA’s 
Sacramento Kings, musician and actor Drake Bell and nonprofit organization NextGen 
Climate. Although Phonio is directed at figures already au fait with building an audience by 
talking directly to fans through social media, it also serves other purposes — for example a 
CEO could make a phone call to their entire staff as a personal alternative to a group email. 

Are there other ways that celebrities could connect individually with fans? 

Website: www.phonio.com 
Contact: www.phonio.com/#contact 
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App lets authors tell their story through interactive text 
messaging 

Mixing AI with creative writing, Massively is an interactive storytelling platform that gets 
readers to text with the characters. 

 

Artificial intelligence is becoming ever smarter and the technology is already being used in 
some industries to mimic human customer service agents. We've even seen Ask Amy, which 
lets teens get information about politics by texting — naturally — with a friendly AI bot. Now 
mixing AI with creative writing, Massively is an interactive storytelling platform that gets 
readers to text with the characters. 

For a certain generation, instant messaging is as natural as having a spoken conversation, 
but existing storytelling forms have often struggled with how to render text chats in novels 
or film. With Massively, text chats become the form itself. Readers can browse stories with 
the app, and after they've found one a conversation begins with the main character. 

Readers can respond in much the same way they would a text message, and the characters 
react to their message while pushing the narrative forwards. A demo of the service shows 
that the AI actually has some way to go, but one of the interesting things about the platform 
is that it's encouraging a community of writers to get involved to make their own IM stories. 

Authors can write a script for their story and automatically select certain responses based 
on typical reader inputs. At the moment, the technology can distinguish between questions, 
gibberish responses and yes/no replies, among other language features. 

While the startup is still in its early stages, the concept could appeal to both writers looking 
to work in a new medium, or established authors that want a mobile add-on for their 
existing book. Are there other ways to tell interactive stories via mobile? 

Website: www.getmassively.com 
Contact: info@getmassively.com 
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Video chats connect language students with native seniors 
looking for conversation 

Speaking Exchange is a service enabling Brazilian students to practise their English through 
video chats with US seniors in retirement homes. 

 

Online education is booming thanks to platforms such as Khan Academy, YouTube tutorials 
and even educational video games such as Koe, which recently crowdfunded on Kickstarter. 
However, language-learning especially is a skill that’s best acquired by speaking one-on-one 
with natives on a regular basis. Aiming to facilitate this, a new service in Brazil called 
Speaking Exchange is enabling students to practise their English through video chats with 
US seniors in retirement homes, who benefit from regular conversation. 

Created by CNA, a language course provider for young people, the platform was developed 
as a way to let students who can’t afford to travel to an English-speaking country to have 
real-time conversations with people who speak it as their mother tongue. At the same time, 
the scheme enables elderly residents of retirement homes to have a chat with someone 
new. Students simply log onto the program while they’re in class and choose a senior who’s 
also online. A video chat then begins, with prompts suggesting topics of conversation. 
Students and seniors can talk for as long as they like and when they’ve finished, a recording 
of the video is saved as a private YouTube video so students can listen back and teachers 
can evaluate their performance. 

Speaking Exchange adds a more personal touch to online learning, enabling language 
students to improve their skills while also helping retirees feel more active and engaged 
with the world. Are there other disparate communities that could be brought together 
online to learn from each other? 

Website: www.cna.com.br 
Contact: www.cna.com.br/contactus 
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Seoul government’s giant ear sculpture actually listens to the 
public’s opinion 

Yobosayo is a large sculpture that records the opinions of passersby and relays it over 
speakers in City Hall. 

 
 

In a true democracy every citizen has a voice, but it can be the case that many don’t feel like 
politicians actually listen to it. In order to promote itself as open to what the public has to 
say, the Seoul government has installed Yobosayo – a large, ear-shaped sculpture that 
records the opinions of passersby and relays it over speakers in City Hall. 

Designed by artist Yang Soo-in, the sculpture’s title means ‘Hello?’ in Korean and is situated 
outside City Hall, where disgruntled citizens would normally head to lodge a formal civic 
complaint by filling out a form. Instead, the big ear sounds a message when someone walks 
past, inviting them to leave a message for officials. Passersby can lean into the sculpture to 
offer criticism or praise of the government’s services, their opinions on current political 
events or even just air their thoughts. Whatever they have to say is recorded by a 
microphone located inside the ear and each message is then relayed through speakers 
located around City Hall. Sensors on each speaker detect how many officials are listening at 
the time and the soundbites that attract the biggest audience are saved for posterity – 
hopefully for authorities to take into consideration. 

We’ve seen how Textizen in the US has been using community noticeboards and text 
replies to gather the views of the public, and this is another project that empowers 
members of the community. The project acts both as a public art installation and a quirky, 
engaging way for those sole voices to be heard – literally. How else can governments instil 
confidence that they really do serve the people by giving them a platform for direct 
communication with representatives? 

Website: www.lifethings.in 
Contact: life@lifethings.in 
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Virtual nurse gives a human face to telemedicine 

Sense.ly’s virtual nurse, Molly, can provide patients with personalized, quality care in 
between appointments. 

 

Around the world, a growing shortage of nurses in hospitals and clinics is leading to 
concern about the quality of care patients can expect to recieve. Hoping to improve the 
situation, a new telemedicine device from start-up Sense.ly could help to ensure that 
patients continue to receive the care they need, despite limited human resources. 
Sense.ly’s virtual nurse — named Molly — is an avatar who provides quality care to patients 
in between appointments. 

The service is available to patients who suffer from common, chronic, medical conditions 
such as heart failure or diabetes. To begin, patients sign up to Sense.ly at home or through 
their clinician. The platform then creates a personalized care plan, based on the patient’s 
medical records and individual needs. The patient can follow the prescribed regimen from 
home, checking in with the nurse avatar periodically through their computer or 
smartphone. Clinicians can access their patient’s information any time by simply logging 
into the platform. Sense.ly automatically alerts medical carers if the patient develops 
worrying symptoms.Molly has a friendly face, a softly spoken voice and a pleasant 
demeanor, enabling patients to receive the bedside manner they expect. She interacts with 
the patient using speech recognition technology, asking simple questions which require a 
spoken or tapped response, guiding patients through daily exercises and collecting real-
time medical data which can then be analyzed by clinicians. The platform also enables 
patients to communicate directly with their doctor or schedule in person appointments.  

Are there other medical avatars which could help healthcare workers lighten their 
load?Website: www.sense.ly 
Contact: info@sense.ly 
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Life insurance company’s boring policy documents double as 
art that can hang on the wall 

Online life insurance company Beagle Street has launched its Positive Prints campaign, 
which brightens up policy documents with artworks by noted illustrators. 

 

Many businesses are now realizing the value of engaging customers with an experience 
they won't forget, by turning the usual mundane processes into fun ones. Dutch bank ABN 
Amro recently helped a customer to sell their house by building a fully-functioning 
rollercoaster inside of it to give prospective buyers a unique tour around the property. Now 
online life insurance company Beagle Street has launched its Positive Prints campaign, 
which brightens up policy documents with artworks by noted illustrators. 

Life insurance is unfortunately a serious business, which means that applying and securing 
a deal can become a dour task. Not only that, but policy documents can get shoved in a file 
and forgotten about, making them difficult to retrieve when they're needed. Believing that 
taking out life insurance should be a more positive affair — it does after all secure support 
for family members in the case of death — the UK's Beagle Street wanted to make the 
process more enjoyable. 

Working with artists Rose Blake (daughter of Roald Dahl illustrator Quentin Blake), 
Supermundane and RUDE, the company has created 3 bright designs printed on high 
quality paper that feature the slogan 'Enjoy life'. Each print features the customer's life 
insurance policy on the back. The idea is that the prints can be hung in the home so that 
customers never lose their important documents. 

The campaign adds an element of pleasure and surprise to the dull process of taking out a 
life insurance policy. Are there other mundane business process that could be brightened 
up with positive design or experiential elements? 

Website: www.beaglestreet.com 
Contact: www.beaglestreet.com/contact-us 
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Video platform connects home-cooks with pro chefs for live 
culinary tips 

Talk to Chef is a tip-based educational platform which connects foodies with a network of 
helpful chefs via skype-like video calls 

 

Everybody has a friend or family member they turn to for cooking advice, but now a new 
platform called Talk to Chef wants to help enthusiastic home cooks get their tips from the 
professionals. The site connects users with a network of helpful chefs via skype-like video 
calls, so they can receive culinary advice while they are cooking. 

Talk to Chef is a micro-consultancy platform which enables people to ask culinary questions 
and receive immediate responses from a network of professional cooks. To begin, users 
download the free app or visit the website and create a profile. Next, they press the hotline 
button and search the database of available chefs by cuisine type, cooking method or diet. 
When they have found someone they like the look of they initiate a two-way video chat and 
pose their question. Once the session is over, users rate their experience and make a 
voluntary donation to the chef. 

Talk to Chef is currently in Beta and welcoming both foodies and chefs as well as potential 
affiliates — such as food bloggers or restaurants who want to add the Talk to Chef widget 
to their site in return for a ten percent cut of consultations which come through their page. 
Talk To Chef retain approximately 15 percent of each transaction. Are there other craft 
industries which could use a similar platform?  

Website: www.talktochef.com 
Contact: info@talktochef.com 
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Dutch startup puts adverts in people’s front windows 

Add My Window enables anyone with a public facing window to rent the space out to 
companies looking for alternative ad space in the area. 

 

We have already seen Screen Donor enable charitable smartphone users to donate their 
dormant screens to a good cause and now, Add My Window makes use of another unused 
surface: front windows. 

Add My Window enables anyone with a public facing window to rent the space out in return 
for a monthly fee of up to EUR 150. Participants simply create an account, detailing the size 
and location of their window. The Dutch start-up then calculates a rate and finds a suitable 
advert to install. Advertisements come in the form of large stickers containing hundreds of 
small holes: they are stuck to the inside of the window meaning they can be seen from the 
outside only, maintaining much of the light and view for the resident. 

Advertisers can determine which location they want their ads to be placed in according to 
target audience, but the startup only operates in cities where this type of advertising is 
allowed. All adverts are created by the companies themselves — giving them free reign 
over creativity and visual style: window owners can opt out if they are matched with an 
advertisement they don’t like but they will be charged a fine to do so. 

Add My Window currently offer 238 windows throughout the Netherlands. Is this a scheme 
that could work in other urban cities? 

Website: www.addmywindow.com 
Contact: hello@addmywindow.com 
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Daily one-minute audio newsclips for young listeners 

Clippet creates one-minute long, daily news clips for millenials to listen to on the go on their 
smartphones. 

 

The huge benefit of audio products such as Audvisor and Story Running is that they can be 
enjoyed by consumers on the go, hands free. The hope is that by making content 
accessible and “multi-taskable” in this way, it encourages listeners to consume information 
that they might otherwise have been intimidated by or not found time for. Clippet works on 
exactly this premise — creating one minute long daily news clips for millenials who are 
accustomed to accessing information on their smartphones. 

Clippet is a start-up run for young people by young people — the founders are in their 
twenties and all the news is read by young voices. To begin, users simply download the free 
app to their smartphone. They can then choose from daily 60-second long clips, each 
themed around current affairs, world news, sports, politics and arts. Created as an 
alternative to traditional radio programs which often insert the news into the midst of a 
larger program, and printed news which is obviously difficult to read while walking, Clippet 
hopes to engage an audience that has become accustomed to short-form media.  

Clippet’s content can be downloaded in advance so it doesn’t eat into the listener’s data 
allowance and clips can easily be shared on social networks. Are there other ways of 
adapting the form news takes to engage different audiences? 

Website: www.clippetnews.com 
Contact: hello@clippet.co 
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Personalized home and garden advice in real time 

Fountain is an app that’s connecting users to experts relevant to their home and garden 
problem within 5 minutes. 

 

Home improvements are always cheaper for those with a DIY attitude, but not everyone 
has the skillset of a handyman or designer and it’s easy for them to suddenly find 
themselves stumped. These days, when a problem arises the first thing to do is open up a 
browser and type it into Google. But while the web has become a huge resource for 
sharing solutions to common problems and tutorials for complicated techniques, those 
browsing it can soon get lost in a black hole of links and comment threads. Fountain is an 
app that’s now hoping to replace the search engine when it comes to advice, instead 
connecting users to experts relevant to their home and garden problem within 5 minutes. 

The app is a video chat and image messaging platform that features a unique way to 
connect homeowners with DIY experts. Rather than choosing from stock questions or 
receiving advice from generalists who can’t properly answer the question, users simply type 
in their problem much like they would if they were using a search engine. A specially-
designed algorithm parses the plain English, works out the area of expertis they need, and 
connects them with the most suitable expert for the job within 5 minutes. 

Once they’re connected, users can talk over the phone or use HD video chat, but if that’s 
not suitable then they can use the instant messaging, photo sharing, screen sharing and 
white board capabilities. 

The company is currently in beta, although the service will cost USD 5 a question — offering 
around 10-20 minutes of chat — once it’s launched. Extra time to chat will also be available 
at a further USD 5. Whether the average consumer will be willing to pay for such 
personalized guidance — given the breadth of free content already available — remains to 
be seen. The app follows in the footsteps of services such as Rise, which is currently doing a 
similar thing for dieters. Are there other areas of life in which this kind of one-on-one advice 
could be useful? 

Website: www.fountain.com 
Contact: info@fountain.com 
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Telepresence robots let bedridden art lovers explore 
museums remotely 

A Beam is a roaming video device that could enable people who can’t physically visit 
museums to explore them remotely. 

 

While most museums make a big effort to make their spaces accessible to as many people 
as possible, countless citizens are still unable to visit because of poor health or disabilities. 
Now, a roaming video device called Beam — developed by Suitable Technologies — could 
enable people to explore the exhibits in museums and galleries remotely.  

Beam is a moving telepresence device which can be controlled remotely via desktop. The 
robot is equipped with a wide angle camera at approximately eye level and another facing 
the ground, to help the pilot navigate the space. The camera has a 3x zoom, but the 
developers are looking to expand this to a 10x zoom which will enable users to read labels 
and experience close-up views of artworks. The Beam also features a screen which displays 
the face of the user, giving them a visual and potential audio presence at the gallery.  

We saw a similar device used by London’s Tate Modern during their After Dark project, 
which enabled uses to browse the gallery’s collection after closing time using a similar 
telepresence robot. Beams are currently available to buy but cannot be used by the public 
in museums yet as a number of upgrades and adjustments are necessary — including 
geofencing, which would prevent the robots from getting too close to the artworks. For 
now, Suitable Technologies is working with a number of US galleries including Detroit 
Institute of Arts, Seattle Art Museum and San Francisco’s Fine Art Museum, to perfect the 
device. 

How else could Beams be improved to enhance the experience of disabled art lovers? 

Website: www.suitabletech.com 
Contact: info@suitabletech.com 
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In China, cinemas place live audience comments on the big 
screen 

Some Chinese theaters have introduced cinema texting, where viewers’ comments can be 
sent directly to the screen for everyone else to see 

 

Most cinema showings come with a warning for the audience to turn off their devices 
because most people prefer to watch the movie in peace without getting distracted by 
others texting. However, we have already seen the Providence Performing Arts Center in 
Rhode Island offer free seats at the back of the stage show auditorium for those who agree 
to live tweet the event, and now some Chinese theaters have introduced cinema texting, 
where viewers’ comments can be sent directly to the screen for everyone else to see. 

According to The Nanfang, cinemas in Beijing and Shanghai have already begun to 
experiment with the system with the release of a new animated film called The Legend of 
Qin. The audience is encouraged to broadcast their thoughts about the action on screen or 
the movie in general by texting them to a special number given out before the showing. The 
comments are then projected live in a streaming motion either on top of the movie or on 
an adjacent screen. 

Shen Leping, the director of The Legend of Qin, said: “We are exploring how the response 
from the audience can affect the movie itself… We are, in fact, putting the director and 
viewer on equal terms and I think many of the opinions of the viewers are very helpful for 
film makers.” The innovation is based on a type of internet video chat called danmu, or 
‘bullet screen’, a Japanese phenomenon that has become popular among the teen 
demographic in recent years. 

Although it may seem annoying to the large part of cinemagoers, the system takes 
elements directly from the web to the big screen in order to capture the youth market who 
actively demand a level of interaction with their entertainment. Are there other web 
phenomena that could be translated to the real world? 
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App translates sports fans’ cheers from the armchair to the 
stadium 

UK-based Fanmode is an app that enables stay-at-home sports fans to have their support 
broadcast at the game venue. 

 

During the height of the Arab Spring, the Tunisian government banned crowds from 
gathering at games played by the soccer team C.S Hammam-Lif. To enable fans to continue 
supporting their team, the Mobilizing the 12th Man campaign translated virtual clapping 
and cheering from an app into real sound played through speakers in the stadium. 
Although these were special circumstances, the average fan can also be locked out of 
supporting their teams in person thanks to extortionate ticket prices and the cost of 
traveling to away games. The UK’s Fanmode is an app that enables stay-at-home sports 
fans to have their support broadcast at the game venue. 

Available for both iOS and Android, the app enables fans to pick their team and broadcast 
their emotions during a game. Users can swipe up for a cheer, down for a boo, tap to clap, 
or even shake their phone like a flag. After a certain number of actions have been 
registered, they can swipe right for a ‘Super Cheer’. Although each action doesn’t directly 
contribute to the noise being made by supporters in the stadium, they do get registered on 
the Vibeboard — a digital dashboard that fans can access through the app or online, and 
that’s also displayed live on the stadium big screen and in the dressing room and tunnel. 
This way, those using the app can actually have their support noticed by the players, 
increasing the sense of connectivity even though they couldn’t make it to the game. 

Fanmode was recently trialled during the FIFA World Cup and is targeting select 
Premiership games. Although the premise is somewhat gimmicky, the company is looking 
at ways in which this kind of data can be used to predict fan sentiment, which can affect 
their desire to purchase club-related merchandise. Fanmode is also looking at team-
branded wearables that function just like the app. Are there other ways to give fans staying 
at home greater interaction with live events?  Website: www.fanmode.com 
Contact: www.fanmode.com/contact 
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In Brazil, Knorr is turning old family recipes into beautiful 
infographic posters 

Food brand Knorr has launched its Receitas de Familia scheme, which lets anyone snap a 
handwritten recipe to have it turned into a typographic instructional poster. 

 

Today's home cooks are now increasingly using expensive tablets to follow recipes in their 
messy kitchen, and can end up ruining the things. We recently wrote about Key Ingredients' 
Recipe Tablet, which aims to solve that problem with its heat and spill-proof device. But 
what about those with handwritten family recipes that have been passed down through the 
ages? Food brand Knorr has now launched its Receitas de Familia scheme, which lets 
anyone snap a handwritten recipe to have it turned into a typographic instructional poster. 

The campaign — which translates as 'Family Recipes' — is based on the fact that dining is 
often a very social event for Brazilians, involving friends and family. For this reason, many 
have recipes that have been in the family for generations, written down by grandparents or 
even great grandparents. In order to stop these getting ruined in the process of cooking, 
the Receitas de Familia scheme enables anyone to send a picture of the original 
handwritten recipe to have it preserved. 

By tweeting the picture to @KnorrBrasil along with the hashtag #receitasdefamilia, Knorr's 
team will recreate the recipe as a special visual version, which is then sent back to them as 
an image ready to print. Each poster uses a blackboard to create an infographic detailing 
each step of the recipe. It's augmented with the real ingredients — including at least one 
Knorr product — placed on top of it to add illustration, then photographed to create the 
design 

The campaign helps families to preserve the recipes that have been in their family for 
decades, recreating them as posters that can be hung in the kitchen for easy use. It also 
serves to remind the consumer that Knorr has a wide range of products that can be used 
in almost any recipe. While this is a marketing campaign, could this type of thing become a 
fully-fledged service, helping consumers to digitize precious items and documents for 
posterity? Website: www.knorr.com.br 
Contact: www.knorr.com.br/article/media/694530/contato 
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Business advice library has thousands of free 3 minute clips 

Audvisor is a huge library of free, three-minute long audio clips containing bitesize chunks 
of business advice from hundreds of experts. 

 

The huge growth of podcasting has drawn attention to the consumer appeal of audio 
content. There are a number of businesses transforming information — which might have 
previously been in the form of a book or video — into short audio clips which can be 
accessed on the go via user’s smartphones. 

Audvisor is one such company. The start-up produce three-minute clips full of advice from 
business experts, which users can consume during their free time. 

Audvisor is a smartphone app which already hosts thousands of clips created from 90 
minute long interviews with experts such as author Seth Godin and venture capitalist Heidi 
Roizen. Consumers can listen to around 1000 of the bite size audio files for free or pay for 
a premium version which gives them access to the full Audvisor library. Each clip focuses on 
a single topic such as ‘how to be a great leader’, and as the listener interacts with the 
content, giving episodes a thumbs up or skipping clips, the app begins to learn their 
preferences and offers more relevant content as time goes on. Users can search by 
contributor or subject and they can easily share the clips on social media. 

Audvisor is available from the App store and on Android. Could more educational subjects 
be turned into digestible clips in this way? 

Website: www.audvisor.com 
Contact: www.twitter.com/audvisor 
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From Mexico, latest news stories printed on bathroom paper 
towels 

Mexican news outlet Mas Por Mas has created a bathroom paper towel dispenser which 
prints news headlines on the very paper users will dry their hands with. 

 

For any smartphone owner, accessing the most up-to-date news is hardly a struggle. 
There’s no shortage of of news outlets offering articles and information online, to say 
nothing of social networks offering instant updates. To stand out from the crowd then, is a 
serious challenge for any publisher. We’ve already seen innovative efforts involving receipts 
printed with news updates, and even coffee cup sleeves printed with the hour’s top 
headline. In a similar vein, Mexican news outlet Mas Por Mas has created a bathroom paper 
towel dispenser which prints news headlines on the very paper users will dry their hands 
with. 

Having already established itself as a popular free newspaper in Mexico, Mas Por Mas was 
looking to increase the number of visitors to its website. Through a partnership with agency 
FCB Mexico, the news outlet created a WiFi connected paper towel dispenser complete 
with an internal printer and motion sensors. Upon sensing the presence of someone 
looking to dry their hands, the dispenser would connect to the Mas Por Mas newsfeed via 
Wifi and print out the top headlines on paper towels, using a powdered ink which wouldn’t 
rub off on users’ hands. Each towel also included a QR code directing towards the Mas Por 
Mas website, and the campaign reportedly saw unique visitors to the site rise by 37 percent 
in the first two weeks. 

The dispensers were placed in a variety of locations including office buildings, cinemas and 
shopping malls in Mexico City. How else could news agencies stand out from the crowd and 
promote either their digital or print services? 

Website: www.maspormas.com 
Contact: contactoadministrativo@maspormas.com.mx 
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Holiday discounts offered to travellers with a large number of 
social media followers 

Hotelied offers travellers personalized luxury hotel deals based on their social media clout. 

 

Offering deals to social network users with a large number of followers is based on the logic 
that the cost of the discount will hopefully be outweighed by the subsequent exposure and 
publicity. We’ve already seen the model employed by fashion brand Volga Verdi, and now 
Hotelied is looking to apply the same thought process to the travel industry. 

Hotelied is focused on serving “lifestyle” properties and luxury four-star and above hotels. It 
offers these organizations the opportunity to target heavy discounts towards influential 
travellers with a large amount of social media clout, but deals can also be targeted towards 
travellers from certain industries — for example, users who work in fashion or 
entertainment — or to frequent travellers.  

Meanwhile, travellers looking to use the service must first create a profile on the Hotelied 
website and link it to their social networks — Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn are all 
currently supported, with plans to add Instagram to that list. They may also add details of 
any travel rewards programs they are members of. Hotelied will subsequently present 
these users with a range of hotel deals based on their profile. Importantly, all of the 
travellers’ information is stored by Hotelied and not shared with the hotels. Rather, the 
company receives the discount packages offered by the hotels, along with the details of 
who they are looking to target, and matches the deals to their members’ profiles. 

When the model works, it offers a win-win for both the organizations offering the discount, 
and the consumer. How else, and in what other industries, could businesses capitalize on 
their customers’ social media clout? 

Website: www.hotelied.com 
Contact: info@hotelied.com 
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App helps anyone conduct an interview and add it to the 
national archive 

Storycorps’ app enables anyone to tap into the healing qualities of storytelling — recording 
and sharing the stories of those around them. 

 

Autobiographical storytelling is an incredibly therapeutic process and Storycorps has been 
tapping into its healing qualities for over ten years now. It was 2004 when founder Dave 
Isay first set up a booth in Grand Central Station to conduct interviews with the American 
public. Over the following eleven years the non-profit has grown enormously, collecting 
over 65,000 interviews, which now form a searchable library of American voices telling their 
own oral histories.  

Storycorps has always believed that the best interviewer is someone who is part of the 
subject’s life, but it has previously been limited by its original model — which relies on 
facilitators to assist in the interview process in one of the companies’ touring booths. Now, 
following a USD 1 million prize fund from TED, the organization has developed an app 
which will enable anyone, anywhere, to conduct a Storycorps interview and automatically 
add it to the archive.  

Users simply download the app, which is available on iOS and Android, and use the 
guidelines to help them interview a friend or loved one. Interviews can be any length — the 
organization suggests that between 15 and 40 minutes is ideal — and the app provides 
suggested questions and tips to make the most the of the conversation. Afterwards, 
participants can share the results with friends and family and they can choose to have the 
chat added to the Storycorps website and sent to the American Folklife Centre at the 
Library of Congress. Alternatively, they can simply use the process as a way of shining a 
light on unique lives that might otherwise remain uncelebrated. 

Is this a project that could work outside of America, perhaps as a way of enabling different 
cultures to understand each other? 

Website: www.storycorps.me 
Contact: contactus@storycorps.org 
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App turns text messages into face-to-face interactions with 
strangers 

The Somebody app sends text messages not to the intended recipient, but to a nearby 
stranger who is tasked with finding them and delivering the message verbally. 

 
Weird Of The Week: This is part of a series of articles that looks at some of the most bizarre and 

niche business ideas we see here at Springwise. 

Most of the products and services we write about on Springwise have a practical use or 
make a difficult task easier. However, every so often we come across an idea that actually 
serves to disrupt the most efficient ways of accomplishing a task in order to create a new 
experience. And that exactly describes a new app called Somebody, which sends text 
messages not to the intended recipient, but to a nearby stranger who is tasked with finding 
them and delivering the message verbally.  Created by filmmaker and artist Miranda July 
with the help of production agency Stink Digital, the app serves to bring about 
serendipitous interactions between people who don't know each other. Users first create a 
profile that includes a picture of themselves, and allow the app to use location service on 
their phone. They can send a message to any contact who also has the app, but it won't go 
directly to them. Instead, it logs the location of the friend and finds the nearest person to 
them who also has the Somebody app. The stranger receives the friend's profile photo and 
location and has to find them to deliver the message. The friend also gets a notification that 
somebody is looking for them with the message, along with the photo and location of the 
stranger. Once they've met up, the stranger can deliver the message and either leave or 
strike up a conversation with the recipient. 

Users can add instructions to the message to make sure the stranger delivers it exactly 
right. If it's not a good time for the recipient to be interrupted by a stranger then they can 
postpone the message for another time. Strangers get rated by others based on the 
success of their mission and the passion with which they deliver messages, and senders 
can select either the nearest, highest rated or most interesting-looking person to deliver 
their message. Similar to apps like PeekInToo, which enables users to see into the lives of 
anonymous broadcasters for 12 seconds at a time, Somebody helps create personal 
connections with people we might not otherwise meet. July describes the inventive concept 
as "the antithesis of the utilitarian efficiency that tech promises" and as "half-app/half-
human". Are there other ways to subvert technology to emphasize the more human 
aspects of life? Website: www.somebodyapp.com 
Contact: info@stinkdigital.com 
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Crowdfunding adventures in the great outdoors 

Fortua helps anyone raise funds and source volunteers and equipment for their eco-
friendly outdoor adventure. 

 
Niche crowdfunding platforms enable individuals to raise funds for everything from long-
form journalism to homes for misplaced Haitian families. Now, Fortua is a website for 
crowdfunding outdoor, active, eco-friendly pursuits and adventures. 

To begin, an individual or group creates a campaign page on the platform where they detail 
their desired endeavor. Users are currently raising funds for everything from a spring 
triathlon in Michigan to a boy scout adventure program. Donors can pledge equipment, 
expertise and volunteer time as well as financial contributions, but unlike most 
crowdfunding sites, campaigners can choose whether to run an ‘all-or-nothing’ campaign — 
when funds are only collected if the target is reached — or a ‘keep-it-all’ campaign. In 
return, backers receive perks and updates before, during and after the adventures. 
 
It is free to run a campaign on Fortua but the company takes a 5 percent fee of all funds 
raised. Users are also charged USD 0.30 per contribution and a 2.9 percent fee by WePay 
— who process all the transactions. What pursuits will crowdfunding enable next? 
Website: www.fortua.com 
Contact: www.fortua.com/pages/contact 
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In California, drought themed radio station encourages short 
showers 

The ‘Water Lover’s Station’ only plays short songs related to water, in the hope of 
encouraging listeners to conserve water. 

 

As the dry season nears, the water drought in California is only going to get worse. We have 
seen a number of ideas such as a rubber brick and a crowdsourced app, which help 
empower local citizens to do their part in saving water. Now, the music streaming 
app Pandora Radio has launched a new station, specifically with the purpose of reminding 
Californians to take short showers. 
 
The ‘Water Lover’s Station’ was created in conjunction with The Metropolitan Water District. 
It plays a combination of 100 hundred songs — all of which are related to water or rain and 
last under five minutes — in the hope of encouraging listeners to conserve water. 
Californians can use tracks including ‘The River’ by Bruce Springsteen, ‘Waterfalls’ by TLC 
and ‘Purple Rain’ by Prince, to time their shower in the morning. 
 
How else could themed radio stations be used to raise awareness of an issue? 
 
Website: www.pandora.com 
Contact: pandora-press@pandora.com 
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Waste-to-energy power station has a public ski slope and art 
installation 

Amager Bakke — the world’s cleanest power plant — will have a ski slope and generator 
atop its smokestack, which releases a steam ring for every ton of CO2 emitted. 
 

 
 

The Amager Bakke waste-to-energy power station in Copenhagen is set to be the ‘world’s 
cleanest power plant.’ But, despite impressive efficiency — 25 percent greater energy 
output than the previous plant — and huge improvements to environmental performance, 
the facility will still produce 107,000 tons of CO2 emissions per year. Rather than shying 
away from the fact, BIG-Bjarke Ingels Group — the architects behind the project — have 
commissioned an art piece atop the smokestack to raise awareness of the emissions, in the 
form of a steam ring generator that produces the circular symbol every time a ton of CO2 is 
emitted by the plant. 

The steam chimney installation is a collaboration between artists realities:united, the 
Danish Technical University and Peter Madsen’s Rumblatorium. The power plant, which is 
expected to be finished in 2017, is complete with a ski-slope roof structure — another 
feature that will make the building a positive part of Copenhagen’s landscape, instead of a 
source of shame to be hidden away, as power plants have become in light of climate 
change and diminishing traditional energy resource. 
 
The steam ring generator is currently crowdfunding on Kickstarter, where is has almost 
doubled its goal. How else could public facilities and art be used to transform eyesores into 
engaging architecture? 
 
Website: www.big.dk 
Contact: big@big.dk 
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Smart mirror continuously redirects sunlight into dark corners 

Lucy is a smart adaptive mirror that uses robotics to follow the sun throughout the day, in 
order to redirect sunlight to any chosen area. 

 
 
The benefits of sunlight is widely known, and we have seen a number of devices — such 
as a fake window and smart LED light — help those who spend a lot of time indoors get 
their daily dose of vitamin D. Now, Lucy is a smart adaptive mirror that uses robotics to 
follow the sun throughout the day, in order to redirect sunlight to any chosen area. 

Created by Italian startup Solenica, Lucy is entirely solar powered, it has no wires and never 
needs to be charged, so it can lead to energy savings for users who are able to switch off 
some of their electric lighting. It can be even be placed outside on a patio or balcony, since 
it is rain and snow proof. Lucy is currently available to preorder for USD 199. How else 
could smart technology be used to maximize people’s exposure to sunlight? 
 
Website: www.preorderlucy.com 
Contact: information@solenica.com 
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Rewards scheme turns local waste into plastic blocks for 
community projects 

Wasted is a community project that lets citizens exchange their plastic waste for local 
rewards, and recycles the rubbish into versatile building blocks. 

 

Global waste is such a massive issue that it can often feel like individual consumers’ efforts 
to recycle and reuse are futile. WASTEDis a project which hopes to dispel that myth by 
developing a local solution to the global problem of plastic waste. The project — run by 
CITIES Foundation — recently launched their pilot scheme in Amsterdam Noord. 

WASTED is a three-part system which combines recycling, community development, design 
and education. The core of the project involves recycling local plastic into versatile ‘Blocks’ 
during volunteer workshops, which are then used to build objects such as benches, 
planters and stages for use within the community. The ‘Blocks’ are made from plastic waste 
donated by local residents, who receive reward tokens that can be used to redeem offers 
at local participating businesses, including free beers, discounts on groceries and 50 
percent off of bike repairs. 
 
Individuals, collectives and schools can also take advantage of a free educational package 
which teaches participants about plastic, upcycling and how to reprocess locally recycled 
plastic waste. The pilot scheme in Amsterdam Noord has seen great success with 231 
participating citizens, 23 local businesses, nearly 2000kg of plastic collected and the 
potential to build over 800 blocks. CITIES have created various open source resources to 
help people launch further schemes in other neighborhoods. What other forms of waste 
can also be reused in educational, community-building ways? 
 
Website: www.wastedlab.nl 
Contact: info@wastedlab.nl 
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Tinder-style app is a local swap shop for unwanted goods 

Shufl is a online marketplace which enables users to buy, sell and trade items directly with 
other users in their local area. 

 

One man’s trash is another man’s treasure, and a new online marketplace called Shufl is 
putting this into practice. The platform, which takes the form of an app, enables users to 
trade unwanted items directly with other users in their local area. 

To begin, users create a profile and list items they want to get rid of. Next, they browse 
other users’ items via a Tinder-style deck and tap to like items they are interested in, and 
the platform will start curating items based on their likes and interests. When there is a 
match — where two users like each others items — Shufl notifies both users and prompts 
them to start a negotiation, or simply make an offer on the item. Once a price or swap is 
agreed the users can organize the physical swap. 
 
Shufl is the latest in a stream of platforms which facilitate recycling through sharing 
economies. Other recent examples include a food sharing fridge in Spain, and a project in 
Switzerland that sees residents posting stickers on their mailboxes to denote items they 
have to share. How else could we incentivize people to share and donate their unwanted 
belongings instead of adding onto landfills? 
 
Website: www.shufl.it 
Contact: info@shufl.it 
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Closed loop shoelaces offset carbon footprint 

Each pair of UNDO Laces offsets the carbon footprint of manufacturing one pair of shoes. 

 

For every pair of shoes that is manufactured, 30 pounds of CO2 is released into the 
atmosphere. Considering 25 billion shoes are sold each year, that is a huge amount of 
damage. Now, UNDO Labs have created UNDO Laces, which aim to offset the carbon 
footprint of shoe manufacturing and reverse some of that damage. 

UNDO Laces feature metal aglets which close the loop of the shoelaces, representing the 
closed loop of the product’s manufacturing cycle. UNDO Labs will purchase offset credits 
from reforestation and sustainable energy organizations to balance out the CO2 created in 
the manufacturing of each pair of shoes. The aglets also enable the wearer to easily replace 
shoelaces through a clever mechanism: the new lace is temporarily connected to the old 
one so that when the latter is removed the new lace is automatically threaded into place. 
 
The cost of carbon offsetting is integrated into the price of the laces which are currently 
crowdfunding on Kickstarter. Backers can pre-order a pair for USD 9 and they are expected 
to retail for USD 18. Buyers can also choose which project they wish to contribute to via an 
UNDO Labs app. Could other products include carbon offsetting into their price to 
encourage more eco-friendly consumerism? 
 
Website: www.undolabs.com 
Contact: hello@undolabs.com 
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Irrigation optimization system helps farmers save precious 
water 

CropX is an irrigation optimization system, which enables farmers to keep their water usage 
to a minimum by prescribing irrigation zones. 
 

 
 

According to projections, the world will need to produce 70 percent more food by 2050 to 
feed its growing population. But with water shortages expected to affect two-thirds of the 
world within twelve years, that will be no mean feat. We have already seen theSwiim 
System encourage more efficient uses of resources by enabling farmers to ‘lease’ out 
surplus water to others, and now CropXis a smart irrigation optimization system which 
enables farmers to keep their water usage as low as possible. 

Soil quality can vary widely within a field, but most farmers treat all land uniformly. CropX 
enables farmers to minimize water use and augment yield by dividing land into irrigation 
zones, informed by soil type, land topography and current moisture. CropX is comprised of 
wireless, battery-powered sensors which are placed in the ground and continuously send 
soil readings to the cloud. The system then uses pattern-recognition analysis and 
algorithms to determine how to efficiently water different parts of the field. Farmers 
interact with the system using a simple smartphone app. 
 
CropX is currently in farms in Missouri, Colorado and Kansas, and the farmers using the 
system have reported water and energy savings of up to 25 percent. The company recently 
gained USD 9 million in Series A funding which will enable it to expand its operation and 
develop new product tools, including controls in nutrition, plant protection, and planting 
and harvesting prediction. How else could data be used to streamline resources in vast 
operations like farming? 
 
Website: www.cropx.com 
Contact: info@cropx.com 
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Project to make politics green, by getting environmentalists to 
vote 

The Environmental Voting Project plans to politicize 15 million existing environmentalists, to 
dramatically improve green voter turnout. 
 

 

 
Despite increasingly strong environmental attitudes among US citizens, polls consistently 
show that eco-friendly policies are a low priority for voters, and therefore politicians. In the 
recent nation-wide election over 15 million identifiable environmentalists failed to vote. 
Now, the Environmental Voter Project aims to change that, by politicizing existing 
environmentalists and dramatically improving green voter turnout. 
The Environmental Voter Project is a non-profit startup which aims to find and engage 
green voters so as to increase the demand for progressive environmental policy. It will use 
a combination of social network incentives, big-data analytics, predictive modeling, and 
voter mobilization tools. 
 
Political campaigns usually only target reliable voters, as doing so is more efficient, and 
reaching out to non-voters will cause their concerns to show up in polls. The Environmental 
Voter Project is a non-partisan organization, so it won’t endorse individual candidates or 
attempt to influence specific elections — it focuses instead on shifting the long-term 
political landscape towards environmental policies. 
 
Are there other disengaged voters who could be politicized in this way? 
 
Website: www.environmentalvoter.org 
Contact: info@environmentalvoter.org 
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Credit card automatically offsets consumer’s carbon footprint 

Sustain: Green is an eco-friendly credit card which automatically offsets the CO2 emissions 
associated with the users’ spending. 
 

 

Lenders have long used perks such as air miles and shopping rewards as incentives to 
entice customers, but a new credit card called Sustain:Green — from Mastercard and 
Commerce Bank — offers an altogether different bonus: a clear conscience. Sustain:Green 
is an eco-friendly credit card which promises to offset the CO2 emissions associated with 
the users’ spending, investing profits in rainforest preservation and reforestation, rather 
than the usual, self-orientated rewards. 
 
Sustain:Green is a biodegradable card with no annual fee, aimed at the growing market of 
eco-aware consumers. The card monitors users’ spending and purchases two pounds of 
carbon for every dollar spent, through a Brazilian rainforest conservation project called 
Mata no Peito, which runs an offset scheme. Sustain:Green offsets an additional 5,000 
pounds of CO2 when cardholders sign up and adds a further 2,500 bonus when they 
spend more then USD 1,250 a month. 
 
The average US citizen produces 17.6 metric tons of carbon dioxide annually and although 
many companies offer consumers the option to offset their purchases, this is usually at an 
extra cost — which is likely to deter many people despite their best intentions. 
Sustain:Green bypasses the process by automating customers’ eco-friendly choices. We 
have seen other companies such asGreenHotelWorld appeal to green consumers by 
including automatic CO2 offsets in their business model. 
 
Customers can monitor their spending and offsets on the Sustain:Green website. What 
other charitable perks could credit cards offer? 
Website: www.sustaingreen.com 
Contact: frank@sustaingreen.com 
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A civic engagement app for Myanmar’s young people 

New Niti is an app that aims to teach Myanmar’s young people about civil responsibilities 
and encourage critical thinking. 
 

 

We have seen a number of organizations using digital technology to engage citizens with 
local or national politics. CitizenLab, for example, is a Belgium civic engagement platform 
that brings the town meeting online. Now, New Niti is an app for Android smartphones, 
which aims to teach Myanmar’s young people about civil responsibilities and encourage 
critical thinking. 
 
The app was created by civil society group OneWorld and is named after the Pali world for 
knowledge. It includes a number of features including songs, cartoons, animation, quizzes 
and surveys, designed to elicit interest in citizenship, democracy, elections, rule of law and 
peace. One feature called ‘Let’s Ask Myanmar’ enables users to pose questions about their 
country and its infrastructure, which provides explanations via the app. It is hoped it will 
facilitate greater transparency around previously vague and alienating concepts. 
 
The app is already being used as a resource by development organizations including Oxfam 
and the Centre for Youth and Social Harmony. How else could technology be used to 
engage young people with politics and democracy? 
 
Website: www.oneworld.org 
Contact: hello@oneworld.org 
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Timebank lets users swap skills without money 

TimeRepublik lets users gain skills in return for sharing their own talents and time. 

 

We recently wrote about a home swapping platform based on a bartering system. Italy-
based TimeRepublik uses a similar model by allowing users to earn skills with not money, 
but their own time. 
 
TimeRepublik links users with those who can help them develop new skills, whether it’s 
learning to use software or scuba diving. Users don’t pay for the service — instead they 
build up ‘hours’ by helping others. If a member tutors somebody for an hour, they receive 
an hour to spend learning from other members. Users can list their skills on the platform’s 
directory, and will receive feedback, with positive reviews boosting their visibility and 
earning badges attached to their profile, so that they are rewarded with more work 
opportunities and more time in the bank. 
 
By removing money from the exchange of services, TimeRepublik provides wider access for 
those wanting to gain skills, as well as unlocks what may otherwise be dormant talents in 
members of their community. What other services could benefit from a money-free sharing 
economy? 
 
Website: www.timerepublik.com 
Contact: info@timerepublik.com 

 

 
 


